CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT: MARTIN LUTHER KING

The roots of racism in the USA: THE PROBLEM OF SLAVERY
At the beginning of the
17th century, the first
slaves from Africa were
taken to the colonies in the
American
continent.
Throughout the 17th and
the 18th century, more
than 12 million African
people were captured and
taken to the British colonies
in America as slaves, especially in the southern rural territories . They worked mainly on
cotton, sugar and tobacco plantations, or some women worked as housekeepers at some
rich people and settlers' houses. Their life conditions were unbearable, they had no rights
and no freedom. Between 1774 and 1804, all of the northern states abolished slavery, but
slavery remained absolutely vital to the economy of the South (Maryland, Texas, Virginia,
North and South Carolina, Georgia, Louisiana). This split is one of the main reasons behind
the American Civil War (1861-1865). At the end of the war, won by the Northern States,
slavery was finally abolished by the 13th amendment of the US Constitution (1865) and all
the slaves were declared free. For this reason, the President of the USA, Abraham Lincoln,
was assassinated.
CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT
The end of slavery was not the end of racial discrimination: black people were
discriminated and kept segregated. A set of laws allowed this. They could not have mixed
marriages, they could not eat at the same table as white people, go to the same schools,
go to the same hospitals, sit on the same buses or vote. Life remained very hard for African
Americans and it was another hundred years before they obtained full civil rights. The
CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT was a struggle for social justice that took place mainly during the
1950s and 1960s for Black Americans to obtain equal rights as white people in the United
States.

ROSA PARKS AND MARTIN LUTHER KING: MONTGOMERY BUS BOYCOTT
Martin Luther King was born in Georgia, USA,
in 1929. King fought for civil rights for Black
American people through non-violence and
civil disobedience, inspired by his Christian
beliefs and the nonviolent activism of
Mahatma Gandhi. On December 1st 1955, in
Montgomery, Alabama, where he was a
pastor in the Baptist Church, there was a
famous incident which led to the first black
peaceful demonstration in the USA. Rosa
Parks, a black woman, was travelling on a bus
which had separate sections for whites and blacks. The white section was full so when a
white man wanted to sit down, she refused to move and give him her seat. Rosa was
arrested.
THE MONTGOMERY BUS BOYCOTT
King, one of the main activists of the Civil Rights Movement, organised a boycott: for some
months black people refused to use segregated buses in Montgomery. The protest was
non-violent, but King was arrested and his house was bombed. The boycott finished almost
a year later, when the Supreme Court declared that the segregation on buses was
unconstitutional. King became world famous.
I HAVE A DREAM
On August 28th 1963, some 250.000 people gathered in front of the Lincoln Memorial in
Washington to ask for equality, dignity and
civil rights for Black people. In this occasion,
MLK gave his famous speech "I have a dream".
He talked about his dream for the future: a
day when all people, black and white, could
live together as brother. In 1964 he received
the Nobel Peace Prize. On April 4th 1968,
when he was in Memphis to support a protest,
he was assassinated. His violent death did not
stop his ideals and his legacy is still with us
today.

